Egress for banks and credit unions
Human layer security that allows you to securely ingest, manage, and share
customer data.
Every day, employees at banks and credit unions receive,
handle and share sensitive client content. Regulations
and security policy mandate protection of this data from
unauthorized access, including when in transit and at rest,
while reputational pressures mean that any leak will cost
you customers.
Our Human Layer Security platform uses state-of-the-art
encryption and machine learning so that organizations can
securely ingest client data, send the right sensitive emails
to the right recipients, and apply appropriate security to
keep email data safe.

Stop costly security breaches

Meet regulatory requirements

Email the right sensitive information to the
right recipient(s).

Protect data to stay on the right side of data
privacy laws and policies.

Keep sensitive data safe

Avoid reputational harm

Securely ingest and manage customer data
within an encrypted environment.

Make security a USP in the eyes of your customers
and members.

Delivering end-to-end email security
Our Intelligent Email Security platform uses a combination of linguistic analysis, machine learning, and
government-accredited encryption to detect sophisticated phishing attacks, prevent data breaches,
and appropriately secure email communications with members. Our platform has three key modules:
•

Egress Defend for stopping sophisticated phishing attacks

•

Egress Prevent for emailing the right sensitive content to the right people

•

Egress Protect for effectively securing email content, including large files

Securing

1,000+
large
organizations

Top five features

Securely ingest and manage customer data
Our platform allows banks and credit unions to secure inbound digital
data flows and then store that information safely within an encrypted file
sharing environment, perfect for ingesting and managing sensitive content
around members’ accounts, mortgages, and loan applications.
With Secure Web Form, our encrypted online forms enable your customers
to easily and securely share data with you, while Secure Workspace then
gives you a safe environment to store, control and share that information,
meaning you can collaborate with customers to quickly fulfil obligations.

“We selected Egress to dynamically enforce our
DLP policy as employees use email, preventing
unauthorized access.”
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Machine learning
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Message-level encryption
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Secure data ingestion and
storage

4

Seamless recipient
authentication

5

Full mobile support
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Visit www.egress.com for
more features.

Security technology that’s
easy for employees and
members to use
Our technology ensures that security
doesn’t come at the expense of
usability. With machine learning
algorithms that learn user behaviour,
employees can spot wrong recipients
and attachments in real-time without
changing the way they work. Oneclick access then removes frustrating
barriers by giving members seamless
access to encrypted email content
without needing to login to a secure
portal. In addition, our mobilefriendly web forms are completely
customisable and flexible to your
needs, making it easier for customers
to reliably share data with you.

For more information please contact your account manager or
call 1-800-732-0746
About Egress
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently and
securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect individual
users and stop breaches before they happen.
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